
 CITY OF NORTH WILDWOOD 
 

NOTICE OF PROPOSED AGENDA OF COUNCIL MEETING  

AUGUST 2, 2022 AT 10:00 AM 

This is a proposed agenda which is subject to change by Mayor and Council without further notice. 
 
ROLL CALL……..FLAG SALUTE……..MOMENT OF SILENCE. 
 

MINUTES: APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING OF JULY 19, 2022  
 
COMMUNICATIONS:   

Receive & File: 
NJ BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES, RE:  Offshore Wind Project 
STOCKTON COASTAL RESEARCH CENTER, RE:  2022 Spring Beach Report 
JEREMY SULLIVAN, RE: Resignation from North Wildwood Fire Dept. 
KRISTINA DRUMM, RE:  Resignation from North Wildwood Police Dept.  
 
Approve & File: 
SPECIAL EVENT, RE:  Anglesea Nite Market #4, August 11 
SPECIAL EVENT, RE:  Step Back Foundation 5K, August 13 
SPECIAL EVENT, RE:  Summer Nites Elvis Block Party, August 13 
SPECIAL EVENT, RE:  North Wildwood Flea Market, August 14 
 

ORDINANCES: 
Ord. 1886 (1st Reading) – Amending Chapter 217, Portable Storage Containers 
 

RESOLUTIONS: 
 

1. Authorizing Fourth Amendment to Seaport Pier Lease Agreement 
2. Approving Adoption of Cyber Liability Practices Policy 
3. Approving Change Order #1 & Final Payment #4 – 2022 Emergency Beach Fill 
4. Approving Change Order #1 & Final Payment #5 – Reconstruction E. 7th Ave. 
5.  
 
VOUCHER LIST/FINANCE: Authorizing payment of all approved vouchers    
    
COUNCIL: 
PUBLIC: 
ADJOURNMENT:  

 
Next Regular Meeting:  Tuesday, August 16, 2022 @ 10:00 AM 
 
 
 







































































2022 SPRING REPORT - TO THE CITY OF NORTH WILDWOOD 

ON THE  

CONDITION OF THE CITY BEACHES  

 
View to the north along a recent scarp eroded into the beach berm created during the grading process with the 361,000 cubic 

yards of Wildwood City sand moved by truck to stockpiles along the North Wildwood oceanfront.  As of June 14, 2022, this 

northern erosion was documented at survey line 800 feet south of the 2nd Avenue jetty on the beach near low tide.  This scarp 

extended from the site 200 feet to the north and ended between 1,000 and 1,200 feet south of the jetty.  
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2022 SPRING REPORT - TO THE CITY OF NORTH WILDWOOD 

ON THE CONDITION OF THE CITY BEACHES  

 

Introduction: 

 

Winter erosion along the North Wildwood oceanfront beach was augmented substantially by a pair of northeast 

storms in May.  The first was a multi-day storm on Mother’s Day weekend with long duration easterly winds 

and high tides.  The second came a week later on May 14, 2022, with 40 MPH winds.  Unfortunately, the two 

storms had an adverse impact on the growing sand deposit being stored along the mid-section of the municipal 

beach truck hauled from Wildwood beaches for spreading along the narrow North Wildwood beachfront.   

 

The Stockton University Coastal Research Center completed its spring survey in June 2022 covering all the 

inlet and oceanfront cross sections.  This survey was completed following all sand transfer from the City of 

Wildwood plus the majority of the regrading and dune seaward slope reconstruction.  The northern 1,800 feet of 

the oceanfront beach dramatically benefitted from the back passing operation with sand volume increases both 

on the beach and in the nearby offshore.  Beach/dune improvements continued to the south, but the effect of the 

northeast storms was still present offshore where deeper scour into the nearby sea floor produced sand losses 

proximal to the bathing beachfront.  At the Hereford Inlet shoreline, sand was lost in quantity offshore beyond 

the zero-elevation position but added to the dry beach. 

 

Sand hauling from the City of Wildwood occurred during the late winter into the spring of 2022 with placement 

in extensive stockpiles at and just south of the 15th Avenue lifeguard headquarters.  Material was moved north 

and shaped into a dune ridge and dry beach.  The final tally of sand moved from Wildwood to the beaches of 

North Wildwood was provided by the municipal engineer at 361,221 cubic yards making this season’s transfer 

the largest thus far in this “in house” effort to restore a recreational and storm protection shoreline during this 

period of extensive oceanfront beach erosion manifesting itself in North Wildwood since the late 1990’s. 

 

 
Figure 1.  A view along the North Wildwood northern oceanfront and Hereford Inlet shoreline March 16, 2022.  The shoal 

island formerly in the inlet off New Jersey Ave. extended is gone along with any major tidal flow at the parking lot protected 

with the rock seawall.  The main tidal flow is now considerably out into the inlet with an extended very shallow shoal attached 

to another shoal island close to the tip of South Point.  
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Figure 2.  This view of the North Wildwood oceanfront beach from February 16, 2022, shows sand harvested from Wildwood 

City being pushed up as a storage ridge in mid-February starting two blocks south of the 15th Ave. lifeguard station.   

 

Beach nourishment began in 2009 with a joint North Wildwood and NJ State effort.  However, that work was 

subject to a series of storms classified as FEMA disaster events and therefore subject to Category “G” 

reimbursement for losses suffered from a declared storm event.  Sand was restored following Hurricane Irene 

plus the three other northeast storm declarations in 2011.  The damage from Irene was compensated for by 

hauling 93,000 cubic yards of sand from the beaches of Wildwood Crest to the northern municipal shoreline.  

Hurricane Sandy damage was more extensive, but the City cooperated with the contractor dredging sand from 

Hereford Inlet’s borrow zone to restore Stone Harbor’s beach damage and piggybacked onto that project to add 

153,000 cubic yards of sand to the erosion zone with FEMA reimbursement as the last approved transfer using 

any federal funding of Hereford Inlet sand to either inlet-adjacent community for beachfront restoration using 

sand nourishment from Hereford Inlet. 

  

Since Sandy, back passing provided 171,000 cubic yards by mid-May 2016, another 190,000 cubic yards by 

May 2017, 153,375 cubic yards were moved by Memorial Day, May 2018, and in 2019 another 164,776 cubic 

yards of sand were stockpiled at the northern dune toe.  Sand hauling totals, prior to 2021, equaled 899,151 

cubic yards of sand.  Last year by Memorial Day 2021, the sand volume extracted from Wildwood grew by 

357,000 additional cubic yards of sand arrayed in a vast storage ridge seaward of the dunes near the 15th 

Avenue lifeguard building.  That large amount boosted the back pass total to 1,256,151 cubic yards of sand.  

This year another sizable quantity (361,221 cy; J. Verna email) was moved from the beachface in Wildwood 

and truck hauled to the city.  Unfortunately, two May northeast storms cut into the stockpile and redistributed 

some of it early (May 7 and 8 plus May 14th).  The Mother’s Day storm May 7 and 8, 2022 was of particularly 

long duration with multiple high tides taking a toll on the project and the mid-beach dunes.  In addition, work 

was necessary to reestablish the truck haul route seaward of the two piers in North Wildwood.  Abundant sand 

volume lies seaward of the October 2021 survey ending distance and as a result could not be compared to the 

longer 2022 surveys in shallower water at their greater distances seaward.  That sand will also slowly move 

landward over the summer. 
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North Wildwood Engineered Beach History/Performance: 

 

Any hydraulic dredging for sand from Hereford Inlet or from offshore will require new permits from both the 

NJDEP and ACOE.  The CBRA issues are still not resolved in favor of federal funds allowed to move sand 

from the CBRS in Hereford Inlet.  Conversations among North Wildwood, Stone Harbor and Avalon continue 

with limited prospect of success largely because the environmentally influential groups see ANY intrusion into 

these CBRS zones as a “slippery slope” to wholesale mining of them for sand to serve far lower habitat value 

projects elsewhere in the nation. 
 

Oceanfront Beach Surveys: 
 

These surveying activities continue a monitoring program that began in 2009 following the initial City/State 

beach restoration project.  The profile stations are spaced 200-feet apart and were established to determine 

cumulative changes and performance of the beach restoration project.  The close spacing is necessary to provide 

the required sand volume lost during a Federal Disaster Declaration for a damaging storm.  This allows FEMA 

to conduct its damage assessment and provide reimbursement to restore the engineered beachfront to pre-storm 

conditions.  Since they would pay the mobilization, adding additional material at that time would be far less 

costly at the “per yard delivered” contract rate.   

 

The following is a list of the studies included in this report and the respective survey dates are: 
 

• Survey 38  January 21 and 22, 2021 

• Survey 39  June 9, 14 and 16, 2021 

• Survey 40  October 19, 20 and 21, 2021 

• Survey 41  June 14, 15 and 21, 2022 

 

Table 1 on the next page is a composite of all 40 transects (5 on the Hereford Inlet shoreline and 35 on the 

oceanfront) surveyed at a 200-foot parallel spacing along the shoreline.  The area at the 2nd Ave. jetty is 

considered as an arc between two profile transects extending at a right angle from the jetty base, one into the 

ocean and the other into the inlet.  Tables 2 and 3 follow showing changes just on the beach to the zero-

elevation position on each cross section while Table 3 depicts all changes below the zero datum offshore where 

sand accumulated derived from storm erosion of the in place stockpile during the May northeasters and the 

erosion seen south of sand placement because of wave scouring of a trough and bar system. 

 

Each transect was run from the dune toe into the ocean to a depth of approximately 12 feet of water.  The older 

dunes templates have been updated to reflect their replacement.  Each of the new dune transects between 4th 

Ave. and 16th Ave. was surveyed to generate a new template for later surveys.  Sand volumes were computed 

between the October 21, 2021, and June 2022 surveys.  The values for sand volume changes in cubic yards per 

foot of shoreline were averaged between adjacent transects, divided by two, then multiplied by 200 to gain the 

sand quantity in each 200-foot wide cell. 

 

In Summary: 

1. The back-pass sand appears to have substantially added to each transect between survey line 0+00 and 

line 18+00 covering 1,800 feet of the oceanfront beach. 

2. The gains along the easternmost 600 feet of the Hereford Inlet dry beach shoreline were modest and 

appear to have been derived from oceanfront losses while losses in the offshore part of the survey profile 

seem related to scour of the sand present in the fall of 2021.  The inlet beach gained 15,942 cubic yards, 

while the beach AND offshore lost 43,184 cubic yards as the earlier sand contained in bars offshore 

moved onto the dry beach along the inlet shoreline. 

3. Starting at the 2nd Ave. jetty an additional 99,981 cubic yards was deposited along the northern 2,000 

feet of oceanfront. 

4. The central 2,000 feet of the North Wildwood oceanfront beach gained 22,526 cubic yards of new sand. 
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5. The combined inlet (closest 600 feet to the jetty) and oceanfront beach-only gains were 62,318 cubic 

yards of new material derived from the recent truck hauling from Wildwood City. 

6. The thousand feet between survey lines 22+00 and 32+00 saw low single digit sand volume losses 

across the entire profile extent including the offshore.  Gains on the beach above the zero-datum 

continued south to profile line 42+00, then went slightly negative until the final two lines. 

7. The southern 4,600 feet of oceanfront beach and offshore regions lost sand between survey line 22+00 

and the 68+00 transect.  The total lost was 61,452 cubic yards.  This loss was enhanced by intense wave 

reflection from the Morey’s Pier steel bulkhead which lies within the wet beach zone now.  Transect 

64+00 lost 22.61 yds3/ft. and the next two adjacent transects 66+00 and 68+00 lost 49.32 yds3/ft. and 

74.01 yds3/ft. respectively.  These three transects lost over twice that removed from any other nearby 

transect back to the north up to the point where the sand added by the Wildwood fill generated positive 

sand volume amounts. 

8. These southern profiles also saw 20 to 60 feet of zero-elevation shoreline positions movement landward 

since October 2021.  The deep scour offshore is likely due to the effects of the Mother’s Day 

northeaster. 

9. The offshore region lost 89,498 cubic yards of sand when compared to conditions from October 2021.  

This is in spite of material shed to the offshore derived from the back pass operation totaling 56,843 cy. 

10. The zone of direct fill placement between the jetty at 2nd Ave. and transect 18+00 gained 100,369 cubic 

yards on the beach and in the nearby water offshore (40,463 cy just on the beach above zero elevation). 

11. The total oceanfront distance was 6,800 feet of survey which averaged -3.997 cubic yards of sand per 

foot of beachfront.  This includes the losses offshore to 12 feet of water depth.  If just the beach above 

zero elevation is counted, the average is +6.820 cubic yards per foot of beachfront (6,800 feet). 
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Table 1 

Profile Shoreline Volume Avg. Volume Distance Summary Cumulative

Change Change (cu yds./ft.) Between Profile Chg. Sand Vo.

(feet) (cu yds/ft.) (cu yds/ft.) (feet) (cu yds) (cu yds)

-6+00 123 4.91

-16.55 200 -3,309 -3,309

-4+00 26 -38.00

-58.31 200 -11,662 -14,971

-2+00 -138 -78.62

-85.87 200 -17,175 -32,146

-0+00 -28 -93.12
Inlet  changes  to  

2nd  Ave. Jet ty

Arc = 90.0 -31.77 -11,038 -11,038 -43,184 -43,184

0+00 50 29.59

45.37 200 9,075 -34,110

2+00 63 61.16

73.75 200 14,750 -19,359

4+00 91 86.34

88.44 200 17,688 -1,671 4th Ave.

6+00 88 90.54

83.70 200 16,740 15,069

8+00 84 76.86

64.09 200 12,817 27,886

10+00 58 51.31

47.67 200 9,533 37,419

12+00 47 44.02

40.01 200 8,001 45,420

14+00 40 35.99

29.76 200 5,951 51,372

16+00 22 23.52

20.08 200 4,015 55,387

18+00 9 16.63

8.99 200 1,797 57,185

20+00 -7 1.34
Northern 2000 f t . 

oceanfront

-1.94 200 -388 56,797 99,981

22+00 -18 -5.22

-4.36 200 -873 55,924

24+00 -16 -3.51

-2.46 200 -492 55,432

26+00 -25 -1.41

-3.19 200 -637 54,795 11th Ave.

28+00 -31 -4.96

-7.29 200 -1,457 53,338

30+00 -39 -9.62

-13.74 200 -2,749 50,589

32+00 -62 -17.87

-19.27 200 -3,853 46,736

34+00 -69 -20.66

-16.61 200 -3,323 43,413

36+00 -64 -12.56

-15.44 200 -3,088 40,325

38+00 -63 -18.32

-14.02 200 -2,804 37,521

40+00 -35 -9.72
Central 2000 f t . 

Oceanfront

-16.25 200 -3,251 34,271 -22,526

42+00 -47 -22.79

-26.27 200 -5,253 29,017

44+00 -55 -29.75

-28.52 200 -5,705 23,313

46+00 -56 -27.30

-22.08 200 -4,416 18,896

48+00 31 -16.86

-17.81 200 -3,561 15,335

50+00 -14 -18.75

-18.07 200 -3,614 11,721

52+00 -54 -17.39

-20.42 200 -4,084 7,636

54+00 -62 -23.46

-23.86 200 -4,771 2,865

56+00 -63 -24.26

-20.70 200 -4,140 -1,274

58+00 -53 -17.14

-13.00 200 -2,600 -3,874

60+00 -51 -8.86

-6.02 200 -1,204 -5,078

62+00 -72 -3.18

-12.89 200 -2,578 -7,656

64+00 -11 -22.61

-35.96 200 -7,192 -14,848 Juniper Ave

66+00 -118 -49.32

-61.66 200 -12,332 -27,181
Sand Change at 

the southern 

beach
68+00 -2 -74.01 -61,452

70+00

72+00

73+00

TOTAL All the beach 16,004 -27,181 Total vol.

PROFILES The fi l l  area 100,369 cu yds

JUST THE All the beach 46,376

BEACH The fi l l  area 40,463

entire l ine -3.997172

beach only 6.8200588

North Wildwood Beach Fill

Shoreline and Sand Volume Changes (Entire Profile)

October 2021 to June 2022

Hereford Inlet Shoreline
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Table 2 

Profile Shoreline Volume Avg. Volume Distance Total Profile Cumulative

Change Change (cu yds./ft.) Between Changes Sand Vo.

(feet) (cu yds/ft.) (cu yds/ft.) (feet) (cu yds) (cu yds)

-6+00 123 43.93

43.06 200 8,612 8,612

-4+00 26 42.18

26.37 200 5,273 13,885

-2+00 -138 10.55

6.40 200 1,280 15,165

-0+00 -28 2.26
Inlet  changes  to  

2nd  Ave. Jet ty

Arc = 90.0 1.88 776 776 15,942 15,942

0+00 50 1.50

5.65 200 1,131 17,072

2+00 63 9.81

17.22 200 3,444 20,516

4+00 91 24.63

25.77 200 5,154 25,670 4th Ave.

6+00 88 26.91

26.73 200 5,345 31,015

8+00 84 26.55

24.28 200 4,856 35,871

10+00 58 22.02

22.93 200 4,585 40,457

12+00 47 23.84

22.93 200 4,587 45,043

14+00 40 22.03

20.09 200 4,018 49,061

16+00 22 18.15

19.03 200 3,806 52,868

18+00 9 19.91

17.68 200 3,536 52,598

20+00 -7 15.45
Northern 2000 

f t . oceanfront

13.38 200 2,676 55,273 43,138

22+00 -18 11.30

13.20 200 2,641 55,239

24+00 -16 15.11

17.87 200 3,575 58,813

26+00 -25 20.64

19.63 200 3,926 59,165 11th Ave.

28+00 -31 18.62

16.13 200 3,225 62,390

30+00 -39 13.64

10.49 200 2,099 61,263

32+00 -62 7.35

7.07 200 1,414 62,678

34+00 -69 6.79

6.80 200 1,360 62,624

36+00 -64 6.81

4.17 200 833 63,457

38+00 -63 1.52

2.97 200 595 63,218

40+00 -35 4.43
Central 2000 f t . 

Oceanfront

3.11 200 622 63,840 20,289

42+00 -47 1.78

-1.85 200 -369 62,849

44+00 -55 -5.48

-6.29 200 -1,258 61,592

46+00 -56 -7.10

-7.46 200 -1,493 61,357

48+00 31 -7.82

-4.81 200 -963 60,394

50+00 -14 -1.81

-5.13 200 -1,026 59,368

52+00 -54 -8.45

-7.50 200 -1,500 57,868

54+00 -62 -6.55

-7.01 200 -1,402 56,466

56+00 -63 -7.47

-5.09 200 -1,018 55,448

58+00 -53 -2.72

-2.07 200 -413 55,034

60+00 -51 -1.42

-1.46 200 -292 54,743

62+00 -72 -1.50

-1.49 200 -299 54,444

64+00 -11 -1.49

-7.91 200 -1,582 52,863 Juniper Ave

66+00 -118 -14.33

-27.19 200 -5,437 47,425 -17,051
Sand Gain at the 

southern beach

68+00 -2 -40.05

70+00

72+00

73+00

TOTAL All the beach 16,004 62,318 Total vol.

PROFILES The fi l l  area 100,369 cu yds

JUST THE All the beach 46,376

BEACH The fi l l  area 40,463

North Wildwood Beach/Dune Change

Shoreline & Sand Volume Changes on the Beach (Zero Elevation)

October 2021 to June 2022

Hereford Inlet Shoreline
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Table 3 

Profile Shoreline Volume Avg. Volume Distance Total Profile Cumulative

Change Change (cu yds./ft.) Between Changes Sand Vo.

(feet) (cu yds/ft.) (cu yds/ft.) (feet) (cu yds) (cu yds)

-6+00 123 -39.03

-59.60 200 -11,921 -11,921

-4+00 26 -80.18

-84.68 200 -16,935 -28,856

-2+00 -138 -89.17

-92.28 200 -18,455 -47,311

-0+00 -28 -95.38
Inlet  changes  at  

2nd  Ave.

Arc = 90.0 -33.64 -11,815 -11,815 -59,126 -59,126

0+00 50 28.09

39.72 200 7,944 -51,182

2+00 63 51.35

56.53 200 11,306 -39,876

4+00 91 61.71

62.67 200 12,534 -27,342 4th Ave.

6+00 88 63.63

56.98 200 11,395 -15,946

8+00 84 50.32

39.81 200 7,961 -7,985

10+00 58 29.30

24.74 200 4,948 -3,037

12+00 47 20.18

17.07 200 3,414 377

14+00 40 13.96

9.67 200 1,933 2,310

16+00 22 5.37

1.05 200 209 2,519

18+00 9 -3.28

-8.70 200 -1,739 571

20+00 -7 -14.11
Northern 2000 

f t . oceanfront

-15.32 200 -3,063 -2,492 56,843

22+00 -18 -16.52

-17.57 200 -3,514 -2,942

24+00 -16 -18.61

-20.33 200 -4,067 -7,009

26+00 -25 -22.05

-22.81 200 -4,563 -7,505 11th Ave.

28+00 -31 -23.58

-23.41 200 -4,683 -12,188

30+00 -39 -23.25

-24.24 200 -4,848 -12,353

32+00 -62 -25.22

-26.34 200 -5,268 -17,620

34+00 -69 -27.45

-23.41 200 -4,683 -17,036

36+00 -64 -19.38

-19.61 200 -3,921 -20,957

38+00 -63 -19.84

-16.99 200 -3,399 -20,434

40+00 -35 -14.15
Central 2000 f t . 

Oceanfront

-19.36 200 -3,872 -24,306 -42,815

42+00 -47 -24.57

-24.42 200 -4,884 -25,318

44+00 -55 -24.27

-22.24 200 -4,447 -29,765

46+00 -56 -20.20

-14.62 200 -2,924 -28,242

48+00 31 -9.04

-12.99 200 -2,599 -30,841

50+00 -14 -16.95

-12.94 200 -2,588 -33,429

52+00 -54 -8.94

-12.92 200 -2,584 -36,013

54+00 -62 -16.91

-16.85 200 -3,369 -39,382

56+00 -63 -16.79

-15.61 200 -3,121 -42,503

58+00 -53 -14.42

-10.93 200 -2,187 -44,690

60+00 -51 -7.44

-4.56 200 -912 -45,602

62+00 -72 -1.68

-11.40 200 -2,280 -47,882

64+00 -11 -21.12

-28.05 200 -5,610 -53,492 Juniper Ave

66+00 -118 -34.99

-34.48 200 -6,895 -60,387 -44,400
Sand Gain at the 

southern beach

68+00 -2 -33.96

70+00

72+00

73+00

OFFSHORE ONLY -89,498 Total vol.

cu yds

North Wildwood Beach/Dune Change

Shoreline & Sand Volume Changes Offshore (Below Zero Elev)

October 2021 to June 2022

Hereford Inlet Shoreline
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Back Pass Operations: 

 

The State of NJ and any local or county governmental entity is free to take sand from the CBRS area in 

Hereford Inlet with appropriate state and federal permits, but the cost to North Wildwood is fixed at 25% of the 

project cost instead of 8.75% if federal money was involved with a USACE effort and a NJ State partnership.  

The 2009 initial beach restoration effort was a State and local partnership without federal funding.  FEMA 

reimbursed the city at 75% of expenses for repair efforts made following a number of federal storm disaster 

declarations starting with the Veteran’s Day storm of 2009, ending with Hurricane Sandy in 2012.  The Jonas 

northeaster in late January 2016 was incorporated into the initial back passing operation after permits were 

revised to allow taking sand from Wildwood City beaches.  Subsequent renewal of both the state and federal 

permits along with a modified General Beach Maintenance permit from the NJDEP to manage and move sand 

from the beachface in Wildwood City by truck to North Wildwood has resulted in the following sand volumes 

transported. 

 

Sand back pass work commenced in 2016 with  165,000 cubic yards moved. 

During 2017 spring     190,000 cubic yards were moved. 

In 2018 work at the stormwater outfalls produced 153,375 cubic yards of sand moved to North Wildwood. 

The same source in 2019 produced   164,776 cubic yards of sand. 

By the spring of 2020 another    220,000 cubic yards of sand had been moved. 

2021 saw the greatest volume moved at  357,000 cubic yards of sand were transferred in. 

2022 after northeasters did great damage  361,221 cubic yards of sand were hauled. 

 

These numbers total to     1,611,372 cubic yards of sand hauled back into North 

Wildwood since 2016.  This total volume is in the same ballpark as some major hydraulic pump-fill beach 

nourishment efforts. 

 

The eventual USACE Wildwoods project remains anticipated with earnestness.  But in a reversal of the 2020 

Interior Department deciding to allow sand extraction from a CBRS zone with federal financial support that are 

“designed to mimic, enhance or restore a natural stabilization system” (16 U.S.C. §3505(a)(6)(G) has been 

reversed by the new administration’s Interior Secretary pending USF&WS review.  Litigation may achieve a 

settlement with regard to this particular CBRS in Hereford Inlet but expect stiff opposition that is certain that 

such permission to dredge with federal support for any reason is a slippery slope to wholesale sand mining in all 

CBRS locations.  The US Army Wildwood project is still slowly moving toward construction start still basing 

the sand source on beachface and nearby offshore sand excavation between Wildwood Crest and Wildwood 

City. 

 

October 2021 Compared to June 2022 as a Digital Elevation Map: 

 

The combination of the movement of 361,000 cubic yards of sand to North Wildwood’s beaches and the two 

May northeast storms as the stockpile was established provides an opportunity to view the sand redistribution 

by both the storms and mechanical grading as of June 14, 2022.  The entire data set from both surveys (Oct. 

2021 and June 2022) was introduced into Arc-GIS software and two digital map TINs were created and then 

compared to determine elevations differences between the two surveys. 

 

Where the June data was at higher elevation than the October data the colors are in green tones indicating 

accretion and incremented in 2.0-foot intervals of added sand.  Where June data was lower in elevation than the 

October data, the colors are in red tones with 2.0-foot intervals of erosion.  The individual cross sections 

provide a general idea of where sand was added but producing all 39 of them likely would lose the readers 

interest.  The map view combines all that data into one perspective showing both the added sand supplies on the 

beaches between the 2nd Avenue jetty and the Wildwood boundary and the deposition offshore seaward of the 

2022 back-pass stockpile generated by the Mother’s Day and a subsequent northeast storm. 
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Figure 3.  Digital elevation map for North Wildwood comparing the oceanfront beach between October 2021 and June 2022. 

 

This map shows a complex pattern of zone of deposition and zone of erosion arranged in linear array of troughs 

generated by two northeast storms during May 2022.  Depositional sand bars as offshore elevated features 

produce the linear green colored features where sand was deposited during the storm events.  The big discovery 

hinted at by the cross sections at 200-foot spacing is the large green area to the offshore in the northeast from 

about 11th Avenue to the jetty at 2nd Avenue.  This feature is highly depositional with the central area showing 4 

to 6 feet of sand accumulation vertically over a 3-block extent in the offshore region.   The computer analysis of 

just this Area of Interest outlined on the map produced a net gain offshore of 236,470 cubic yards. 

 

Going back to the beachfront sand accumulation recorded within that same segment of shoreline we determined 

that the beach was accretional due to the sand back pass operation at 63,427 cubic yards of material.  Adding 

these two number the sand volume on and off the shoreline is 299,897 cubic yards.  Since some sand did move 

northwest of the 2nd Avenue jetty onto the Hereford Inlet beach, this likely accounts for the entire sand stockpile 

harvested from Wildwood in 2022 and placed on the oceanfront.  It may take the majority of the summer for 

mild weather waves to transfer any sizable percentage of this lost material back on the beach, but it will happen. 

 

The two northeast storm events in May 2022 did serious injury to the stockpile generated by the backpassing 

operation, but this entire sediment volume is 90% located within 1,000 feet of the placement by the trucks. 
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Individual Site Review: 

  

This section describes the shoreline and volume changes documented at selected profile locations to show 

general trends in sediment movement along the City’s beaches between winter of 2021 and spring, early 

summer of 2022. 

 
 

Site 00+00 (at the inlet jetty) 

The first profile line just south of the inlet jetty is included to show the additions to the offshore region in the 

immediate vicinity of the Hereford Inlet jetty.  This line starts at the oceanfront side of the jetty and extends 

perpendicular to the seawall into the ocean.  There has been a wet beach at the site occasionally, but mostly the 

location has been white water at low tide due to sand loss rates exceeding resupply from the inlet.  As of the 

mid-June survey the northern two oceanfront beach transects saw 50 to 60-foot shoreline advances with large 

sand volume gains almost entirely in the nearby offshore regions as storms extracted sand from the stockpile 

and transferred it north as a large bar offshore. 

 

 
Figure 4.  View from the 2nd Ave. jetty to the south taken June 14, 2022, looking along the rock revetment past the 3rd Ave. 

gazebo.  The beach here has gained sand since mid-April 2022 both from the inlet ebb-tidal transport and littoral movement 

north from the graded-out stockpile.  The majority of the new material lies below the zero-elevation position offshore. 
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Figure 5.  Site 00+00 is located at the base of the inlet jetty to its south edge.  The line extends perpendicular to 

the seawall into the offshore region.  The June 2022 profile depicts the net effect of sand hauling factoring in 

the two May northeast storm effects on sand redistribution.  The large bar offshore will move onto the beach 

doubling its summer width.  Gain of 4.04 yds3/ft. on the beach but 33.67 yds3/ft. gained offshore. 
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Site 02+00 (about 100 feet south of the inlet gazebo) 

 

Station 02+00 crosses the 3rd Avenue storm water pipeline into the ocean south of it.  By June 14th, the effects 

of the May northeast storms are still evident with the debris against the rocks.  This beach gained more sand 

above zero elevation and even more offshore. 

 

 
Figure 6.  View to the south along the rock revetment looking past the 3rd Ave. gazebo toward the new steel bulkhead in the 

distance.  Beach grass debris shows the impact of the May northeast storms at this location. 
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Figure 7.  Site 02+00 is located 200 feet south of the inlet jetty.  More sand lies above the zero-elevation 

position here (13.99 yds3/ft.) while another 47.76 yds3/ft. has been deposited offshore.  The actual 

deposition amount is greater because the October 2021 survey stops at the 748-foot point and the accretion 

continues at least another 360 feet seaward at 1.5 to 2.0 feet of new sand vertically (23.3 yds3/ft.). 
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Site 04+00 (between 3rd and 4th Avenues) 

 

The site is in the northern portion of the island adjacent to Hereford Inlet 400 feet south of the 2nd Avenue jetty.  

This area has typically been an erosional shoreline due to its proximity to the inlet and the direct impact from 

northeast storms.  By June 14th the beach was graded and established sufficient bather space to benefit from all 

the sand hauled north from Wildwood City.  The cross-section plots for the site (figure 10) allow the conclusion 

that even though the sand volume added offshore between October 2021 and June 2022 amounted to 61.71 

yds3/ft., the May northeast storms moved even greater amounts of sand further seaward than the extent of the 

October survey (845 feet from the bulkhead).  The June 2022 survey continues for another 350 feet with an 

elevation of 3 feet higher than the offshore was in October.  That estimated volume is (350 x 3) /27 = 38.88 

yds3/ft. in added sand volume not being counted as being part of the 360,000-cy hauled in this year.  Similar 

situations prevailed at the northern two sites as well, making the estimate across 400 feet from the jetty in added 

sand not counted as 15,555 cubic yards of material likely to move onto the beach over the summer. 

 

 
Figure 8.  View to the south showing the wider graded beach as of June 14th with visitors in place.  The sand is ramped up to 

the bulkhead and is at a decent elevation regarding that structure.  Sand is also present offshore in quantity as a bar system 

only 60-70 feet seaward of the low tide line.   
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Figure 9.  Site 04+00 is located 400 feet south of the inlet jetty.  At this location, the effect of the new 

bulkhead construction is evident in the position of the beach starting point, while the sand added each 

spring shows as the higher elevation beach especially in 2022.  The beach fill gain was 29.73 yds3/ft., and 

the offshore bar provides 60.15 yds3/ft. additional material to move landward over the summer.  This 

offshore volume count only extends to the 845-foot distance which is the length of the October survey.  

Another 38 yds3/ft. can be estimated as added by extending the October line 350 more feet to the end of the 

June 2022 survey. 
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Site 06+00 (approximately at 4th Avenue) 

 

This location is at the end of 4th Avenue where the new bulkhead was completed in early 2018.  Here the 

beach above zero elevation showed substantial sand volume gains while offshore triple the above zero gains 

were added.  The shallower zone offshore continues at a 4-foot elevation gain for another 400 feet seaward of 

the ending point in October 2021 (848 feet).  The estimated total here is 59.26 yds3/ft. in that extra 400-foot 

distance. 

 

 
 

Figure 10.  Site 06+00 is on the beach in front of the new steel bulkhead.  The 3rd Ave. gazebo is in the far distance with a 

decent-width dry beach on the site for the summer. 
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Figure 11.  Site 06+00 is located 600 feet south of the inlet jetty.  The truck hauled sand shows here as 

twice as wide a dry beach with the majority of the material either on the beach (31.22 yds3/ft.) or just 

offshore (64.74 yds3/ft.).  Estimates of the sand volume seaward of the October survey is 59 additional 

cubic yards per foot of beachfront (a 1,200-foot ending point). 
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Site 20+00 (between 9th and 10th Avenues) 

 

This site is located 2,000 feet south of the inlet jetty and had been relatively stable until recently when erosion 

took the dunes and most of the beach.  The 2022 sand back pass operation provided 15.45 yds3/ft. in new sand 

above the zero datum.  However, there was an offshore bar present in October 2021 that was absent in 2022.  

The offshore region lost 14.11 yds3/ft. in comparison with October, so this site was the southernmost transect 

to show net gain across the entire length surveyed.  Five lines to the south also showed a net gain of sand on 

the beach due to sand back pass operations, but the offshore losses as the May storms excavated a deep trough 

seaward of the beach produced a net sand loss for the entire profile.  
 

 
Figure 12.  View to the north taken from the beach at 10th Ave. on June 14, 2022, following sand placement from Wildwood.  

The beach is wider yet with a ramp up to the elevation of the bulkhead. 
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Figure 13.  Site 20+00 is located 2,000 feet south of the inlet jetty.  The October profile did commence at 

elevation 8.0, but the added sand by June 15th widened the beach by 100 feet.  The gain at this distance 

from the jetty was 14.61 yds3/ft. on the beach but with less sand present offshore because there was no bar 

sitting just off the beach that was present in October 2021. 
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Site 40+00 (17th Avenue) 

 

Positioned 4,000 feet south of the 2nd Avenue jetty, this site is located two blocks south of the lifeguard station 

in the mid-section of the City’s oceanfront beaches.  This site is transitional between the large sand volumes 

placed to the north centered around the 15th Ave. lifeguard building and the three North Wildwood piers 

further south.   

  

 
Figure 14.  View to the north along the upper beach on June 21, 2022.  The beach was graded out to provide a wide 

recreational area at the start of the summer season.  This view is from site 38+00, 200 feet north of the survey location.  

These dunes survived the storm erosion, but sand was added to the dry beach seaward.  
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Figure 15.  View to the south from transect 38+00 showing the existing dunes and the main mid-city beach width following 

sand grading as of June 21, 2022.  The actual transect line is 200 feet south of this view about twice the distance to the chair 

rental shed. 
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Figure 16.  Site 40+00 is located 4,000 feet south of the inlet jetty.  The dune remains in place with a wider 

beach positioned seaward and sand added almost to the June 2021 position.  Offshore the bar system is 

closer to the shoreline than in 2021 so new material could move onto the beach by July 4th.   The beach 

gain was 15.45 yds3/ft. above the zero datum. 
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Site 52+00 (21st Avenue) 

 

The dry beach width at this location advanced just 14 feet since mid-January 2021, accompanied by a beach 

volume loss of 13.05 yds3/ft.  Sand volume added at 48+00 only reached 6.92 yds3/ft. indicating that the vast 

majority of the replacement sand fill was put further north more or less where it was vitally needed.   

 

 
Figure 17.  View to the south taken from the middle of the newly graded beach June 20, 2022.  The seaward dune slope has 

been enhanced with some of the sand brought north to these sites.  Storm transport also moved stockpile sand south during 

the northeast wave action.  This material lies just offshore as a bar system likely to move onto the beach this summer. 
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Figure 18.  Site 52+00 is located 5,200 feet south of the inlet jetty.  The dune was reconfigured here near 

the end of the 2009 project dune and has remained stable since 2019.  The current beach is somewhat 

lower in elevation with a retreat in the shoreline position.  The bar offshore is much closer to the beach 

than it was in Oct. 2021. 
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Site 58+00 (Between 23rd & 24th Avenues) 

 

This site is located in the southern section of the City’s oceanfront where the engineered dune system was 

originally constructed seaward of the piers.  This cross section starts at the end of the timber pier on a wet sand 

beach at high tide.  Thus far, minimal sand has been deposited this summer on the beach above the zero-

elevation datum.  The recreational use is present with the exception that the beach with its very low slope 

gradient to the water’s edge means it is substantially narrower at high tide. 

 

 
Figure 19.  The June 16, 2022, view to the north was taken out on the wet beach near low tide.  The timber pier is to the left 

in the distance.  The low gradient slope on the beachface means that the lifeguard must move his stand a considerable 

distance inland as the tide rises. 
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Figure 20.  Site 58+00 is located 5,800 feet south of the inlet jetty.  The site is located seaward of the timber 

pier and does not show a dune because it now lies landward of the majority of the pier’s length.  The May 

storms appear to have eroded the beachface just below the zero datum and transferred the sand offshore 

into a sizable bar. 
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Site 64+00 (between 25th and 26th Avenues) 

 

This is the southern-most cross section of the selected profiles within the larger database.  Located seaward of 

the Surfside Pier and Ocean Oasis Water Park and Beach Club this site represents conditions at the south end 

engineered beach and its taper near the Wildwood and North Wildwood border.   Initially the engineered 

beach design template placed the dune feature 30 feet seaward of the pier’s steel bulkhead.   

 

Presently, the beach is bather-useful around the time of low tide.  Water reaches the steel wall every high tide 

and the beachface gradient is very gentle to the water’s edge.  Post May storms the offshore region developed 

a deep trough between the beach and bar system further seaward.  Northeasterly waves will transport sand 

onto this segment of the North Wildwood beach, but there will be limited vertical accumulation.  Either side of 

Morey’s Pier, the beach is more visitor friendly in terms of area for blankets and beach chairs even at high 

tide. 

 

 
Figure 21. View to the north taken on June 6, 2021, seaward of Morey’s Surfside Pier with the steel bulkhead protection 

positioned just at the last high tide mark indicated by the plant debris at the foot of the bulkhead.  This is not a beach where 

shore protection is prominent.  The gradient is relatively flat as can be seen looking toward the timber pier in the distance.   
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Figure 22.  Transect 64+00 looking south into Wildwood City beaches shows that the beach width dramatically increases 

south of the Surfside Pier into Wildwood.  Project maintenance efforts were dropped south to transect 73+00 following 

Hurricane Sandy and objections by Wildwood to managing the sand within that City limits. 
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Figure 23.  Site 64+00 is located 6,400 feet south of the inlet jetty and is just north of the Wildwood City 

boundary directly seaward of Morey’s Pier.  The pier has a steel sheet pile bulkhead and no dune, so the 

beach starts at the bulkhead.  The beach is wet to the bulkhead and the substantial offshore scour has 

generated a deep trough producing the large-scale losses (-33.51 yds3/ft.). 
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Site -06+00 (near the end of Surf Avenue on the Hereford Inlet shoreline) 

 

This is the northwestern most cross section on beaches open to public bathing.  Further up the inlet the beach 

is closed for endangered species bird nesting every summer starting March 15th until August 30th.   

 

 
Figure 24.  This view on June 14, 2022, shows the sand that was added to the rock revetment back to the 2nd Ave. jetty this 

spring.  The beach did gain sand that probably has been accumulating on a bar system in the inlet which shows in the two 

previous surveys (Jan. 2021 – just on the end of the line; and October 2021 – about halfway to the zero-elevation datum).  

Sand on the beach was augmented by material moving around the jetty into the inlet as well.  
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Figure 25.  Site -06+00 is located 600 feet northwest of the inlet jetty along the Hereford Inlet shoreline.  

The dry beach accumulated a large volume of sand above the zero datum (53.12 yds3/ft.) which extends 

into the inlet to an elevation of -1.7 feet.  Further into the inlet the bar first surveyed in January 2021 and 

present in October 2021 likely moved onto the dry beach creating the apparent loss of 46.63 yds3/ft. some 

1,822 feet from the starting point.  The backpass beach sand also likely contributed to this new beach 

deposit since the May northeast storms and strong flood tidal current flows into the inlet. 
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Summary/Conclusions:   

 

May 2022 was notable in that two northeast storm events produced spring changes to the municipal beach.  

The stockpile was eroded moving sand into the surf zone where it was deposited over 1,200 feet seaward of 

the existing bulkhead line in northern North Wildwood.  Enough material was transported from Wildwood 

City beaches that this action did not seriously detract from the early season beach opening with visitor space 

the entire municipal oceanfront extent.  The sand deposited offshore is in relatively shallow water, in some 

cases 4 feet shallower than it was in October 2021.  Bar formation and migration to the beach will occur and 

substantial deposits will be realized. 

 

North Wildwood has conducted the largest two sand transfers in New Jersey beach nourishment history these 

two winter seasons by moving 357,000 cubic yards of sand in 2021 and 361,221 cubic yards this year from the 

beach in the City of Wildwood north generating vast stockpiles along the oceanfront beach.   

 

Hydraulic beach restoration from Hereford Inlet is still possible if just the State of NJ and North Wildwood 

participate in the project at the 75% State vs. 25% Local cost split.  The federal project in a long post design, 

pre-construction phase does not utilize Hereford Inlet sand for North Wildwood.  Should the City seek to 

conduct another hydraulic project, both NJDEP and US Army Corps permits need to be re-applied for.  The 

current permits were modified to capture the Wildwood City sand instead of the inlet material.  Should the 

Division of Coastal Engineering offer to renew the 2009 project at some level, they would do the permit work, 

design and bid the project, then monitor its implementation, leaving the city to monitor the change following 

construction as done previously.  Currently it is the mobilization cost for the hydraulic dredge combined with 

crews and their equipment that has made this option so expensive. 

 

Ideally, the US Army project should be the final solution to these annual sand back pass operations, but it 

seems mired in endless project-related issues.  Real estate problems exist in the City of Wildwood as do dune 

design and placement issues in Lower Township and to some degree in the City of Wildwood.  The recent 

pronouncement by the Dept. of the Interior where the 2020 letter from Secretary Bernhardt which interpreted 

the 1982 Coastal Barrier Resource Act language as allowing sand withdrawal from the Hereford Inlet CBRS 

unit for adjacent beach restoration which “mimic, enhance and improve the natural stabilization conditions”, 

was nullified with a restoration of a 1994 interpretation by the new Interior Secretary.  This new 

pronouncement emphasized that the exception for beach nourishment ONLY APPLIED to projects entirely 

WITHIN the CBRS SYSTEM as mapped.   The as-mapped issue remains in contention because that language 

is never documented as to whether it means the mapped unit boundaries or the coastal zone ecological and 

geomorphic “system” including the adjacent barrier island to Hereford Inlet which share in generating this 

inlet “SYSTEM”.   

 

Forcing the issue will entail litigation over the original language used in the 1989 Coastal Barrier Resource 

Act where the definition of “mimic, enhance and improve the natural stabilization conditions” actually means 

when at Hereford Inlet taking sand from the ebb-tidal shoals, pumping onto either the Stone Harbor or North 

Wildwood beaches, acts to destabilize the CBRS in any way.  The goal to end the need to back pass hundreds 

of thousands of cubic yards of sand from Wildwood seems to depend on the award of necessary contracts by 

the US Army Corps to start the long anticipated final coastal oceanfront NJ beach restoration project. 

 

 

 



















































































































































































CITY OF NORTH WILDWOOD 

COUNTY OF CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEY 
 

ORDINANCE NO. 1886 
 

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING AND SUPPLEMENTING ORDINANCE 1444, AS 
AMENDED BY ORDINANCE 1463 AND ORDINANCE 1715 AND SUPPLEMENTED 
BY ORDINANCE 1733, AS CODIFIED IN CHAPTER 217 OF THE CODE OF THE 

CITY OF NORTH WILDWOOD, TO PROVIDE FOR REGULATIONS REGARDING 
PORTABLE STORAGE CONTAINERS  

 

    BE IT ORDAINED, by the Council of the City of North Wildwood in the County of Cape 
May, State of New Jersey, as follows: 

 

      Section One.  The portions of Ordinance 1444, as amended and supplemented by Ordinance 
1463, Ordinance 1715 and Ordinance 1733, that have been codified in Chapter 217 of the Code 
of the City of North Wildwood, are hereby amended and supplemented by an additional article, 
which shall be codified as Article III, Portable Storage Containers, and which shall contain 
sections §217-13 through §217-20, as follows: 
 

ARTICLE III 
Portable Storage Containers 

  

§217-13.  Definitions.   
 

PORTABLE STORAGE CONTAINER 
 

A self-storage container that is delivered to and retrieved from a property for long-term off-site 
or temporary on-site storage.  Portable Storage On Demand or PODS is a familiar trade name for 
such containers.  Portable storage containers are containers placed on a property for the purpose 
of temporarily storing materials, including any container, storage unit, shed-like container or 
other portable structure used for the storage of personal property of any kind and which is 
located for such purposes outside an enclosed building other than an accessory building or shed 
complying with all building codes and land use requirements. 
 

§217-14.  Permitted temporary uses. 
 

Portable storage containers may be utilized as a temporary structure within the City of North 
Wildwood when in compliance with the standards of this Article.  It shall be the obligation of the 
owner and/or user of such temporary structure to secure it in a manner so as to not endanger the 
safety of persons or property in the vicinity of such temporary container.  No such container shall 
be used within the City of North Wildwood contrary to the regulations of this Article.  
 

§217-15.  Permit required. 
 

Before a portable storage container is placed on any property, the owner, tenant or contractor 
working on said property must obtain a Zoning Permit by submitting an application to the 
Zoning Officer.  Tenants or contractors shall also provide written permission from the owner of 
the property regarding the placement of said container.  The cost of said Zoning Permit shall be 
$40.  No permit for a portable storage container shall be issued during the months of July or 
August, although during those months the Zoning Officer may, at his sole discretion and on a 
case-by-case basis, authorize the issuance of a permit due to emergency or extenuating 
circumstances. 
 

§217-16.  Number of permitted containers. 
 

No more than one portable storage container may be placed on any property at a time. 
 

§217-17.  Size of permitted containers. 
 

A portable storage container may not exceed 10 feet in height, 10 feet in width or 30 feet in 
length. 
     

§217-18.  Duration of permit. 
 



A. A portable storage container may be used as temporary storage for a period not 
exceeding 60 days from the time of delivery to the time of removal.  A portable 
storage container may not be located on the same property more than two times 
during any given one-year period. 

B. In the event of high winds or other dangerous conditions during which a portable 
storage container may present a physical danger to persons or property, the Zoning 
Officer or Code Enforcement Officer may require the immediate removal of said 
container. 

C. In the event of fire, hurricane, other natural disaster causing substantial damage to a 
structure, or other extenuating circumstances, the property owner may apply to the 
Zoning Officer for permission to extend the time that a portable storage container 
may be located as a temporary structure on a property.  Said application shall be made 
in writing and shall give sufficient information to determine whether said extension 
should be granted.  The Zoning Officer shall determine whether or not said extension 
should be granted along with the length of said extension.  In the event of an adverse 
decision by the Zoning Officer, the applicant may appeal such decision to City 
Council, whose decision shall be final. 

 

§217-19.  Location. 
 

Portable storage containers are prohibited from being placed in streets, public rights-of-way or 
on unimproved surfaces in the front yard of properties.  Placement may occur only upon 
driveways, side and rear yards if such locations meet the requirements of this section.  All such 
locations must be paved, off-street surfaces at the farthest accessible point from the street.  
Placement of a container must comply with the side yard accessory structure setback 
requirements in the zone in which placement is to occur.  If a property does not have a driveway 
or cannot meet the standards described herein, the Zoning Officer may approve placement of a 
container in the front yard; however, if such placement does occur, said container must be placed 
at the farthest accessible point from the street and the surrounding area must be kept in weed-free 
condition.  Wherever a portable storage container is placed, it shall be subject to all property 
maintenance standards applicable to accessory structures.  No portable storage container shall 
remain in a state of disassembly or disrepair. 
 

§217-20.  Violations and penalties. 
 

Any person(s) who is (are) found to be in violation of the provisions of this article shall be 
subject to a fine not to exceed $1,250. Each day that a violation continues shall constitute a 
separate offense. 
 

Section Two.  The title of Chapter 217, “DUMPSTERS,” is hereby amended to read 
“DUMPSTERS AND PORTABLE STORAGE CONTAINERS.” 
 

Section Three.  The title of “Article I, General Provisions,” in Chapter 217 is hereby 
amended so as to read “Article I, Roll-off Dumpsters.” 

 

Section Four. If any portion of this Ordinance is determined to be invalid by a court of 
competent jurisdiction, that determination shall have no effect upon the remainder of this 
Ordinance, which shall remain valid and operable. 

 

Section Five.  All Ordinances or parts of Ordinances inconsistent with this Ordinance, to the 
extent of such inconsistencies only, be and the same hereby are repealed.      

 

Section Six. This Ordinance shall take effect immediately upon final passage and publication 
as provided by law. 
                  _____________________________ 
__________________________ 
                                                                         Patrick T. Rosenello, Mayor 
 
____________________________ 
W. Scott Jett, City Clerk 
 
Introduction:     August 2, 2022   
Advertised:       August 10, 2022     
Hearing/Adoption:     September 6, 2022    
Advertised:       September 14, 2022 



CITY OF NORTH WILDWOOD 
Cape May County, New Jersey 

 

RESOLUTION 
 

EXTENDING GRACE PERIOD FOR INTEREST  
PAYMENTS ON TAX BILLS 

 
 

 
BE IT RESOLVED, by the Mayor and Council of the City of North 

Wildwood, in the County of Cape May and State of New Jersey that interest 
on third quarter tax bills, payment for which is due on August 1, 2022, shall 
be held in abeyance until September 7, 2022.  Those tax bills which are not 
paid by September 7, 2022, shall accrue interest commencing August 1, 
2022. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OFFERED BY______________ SECONDED BY _______________ 

I, W. Scott Jett, City Clerk of the City of North Wildwood, in the County of 
Cape May, State of New Jersey, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a 
correct and true copy of a Resolution adopted by the Mayor and Council of 
the City of North Wildwood at a meeting duly held on the 2nd day of August, 
2022. 
 
Dated:  August 2, 2022        

Signed: ___________________________ 
           W. Scott Jett, City Clerk   
            
            
     APPROVED ________________________ 
            Patrick T. Rosenello, Mayor 
   
 Aye Nay Abstain Absent  Aye Nay Abstain Absent 

Tolomeo     Koehler     
Rullo     Bishop     
Kane     Zampirri     
Del Conte          

 

























CITY OF NORTH WILDWOOD 

Cape May County, New Jersey 
 

RESOLUTION 
 

ADOPTION OF CYBER INCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN OF THE 

CITY OF NORTH WILDWOOD 

 

 
WHEREAS, the City of North Wildwood, in conjunction with the Municipal 

Excess Liability Joint Insurance Fund (MEL), has developed a Cyber Incident Response 

Plan  for the City of North Wildwood; and  

 

WHEREAS, the MEL has deemed the North Wildwood Cyber Incident Response 

Plan  to be in compliance and that it meets all of the requirements in accordance with the 

insurance standards.  

 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the governing body of the City of North 

Wildwood, County of Cape May, State of New Jersey, that:  

1. The Cyber Incident Response Plan of the City of North Wildwood is hereby 

adopted.  

2. The City Administrator is hereby designated and authorized to coordinate annual 

training associated with the Cyber Incident Response Plan. 

3. The North Wildwood Cyber Incident Response Plan shall be annexed to and made 

part of this Resolution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OFFERED BY: __________________ SECONDED BY: _______________________ 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY                                                        COUNTY OF CAPE MAY 

I, W. Scott Jett, City Clerk of the City of North Wildwood, in the County of Cape May, State of 

New Jersey, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a correct and true copy of a Resolution 

adopted by the Mayor and Council of the City of North Wildwood at a meeting duly held on the      

2nd  day of August, 2022. 
 

Dated: August 2, 2022               Signed: ___________________________ 

                  W. Scott Jett, City Clerk 
 

 

Approved: __________________________  

 Patrick T. Rosenello, Mayor 

 
 Aye      Nay Abstain Absent  Aye Nay Abstain Absent 

Tolomeo     Koehler     

Rullo     Bishop     

Kane     Zampirri     

Del Conte          

             # 
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1. Policy Statement 
The Incident Response Plan defines our methods for identifying, tracking, and responding to technology-

based security incidents. 

2. Reason for the Policy 
The Incident Response Plan is established to assist in protecting the integrity, availability, and 

confidentiality of technology and assist in complying with statutory, regulatory and contractual 

obligations.   

Responding quickly and effectively to an Incident is critical to minimizing the spread of the Incident and/or 

the business, financial, legal, and/or reputational impact. Incident Response generally includes the 

following phases: 

• Detection, Reporting, and Analysis. 

• Legal. 

• Forensics. 

• Containment, Eradication, and Recovery. 

• Other Responses (i.e. Public Relations).  

• Post-Incident Review. 

3. Scope 
This plan governs incidents that have a significant negative impact on information technology systems 

and/or sensitive information (hereinafter, “Incidents”). Incidents can include denial of service, malware, 

ransomware, and/or phishing attacks that can significantly impact operations and/or result in the 

unintended disclosure of sensitive data (e.g., constituent data, Protected Health Information, Personally 

Identifiable Information, credit card data, and law enforcement records). 

Minor events (e.g., routine detection, and remediation of a virus, a minor infraction of a security policy, 

or other similar issues that have little impact on day-to-day business operations) are not considered an 

Incident under this policy. 

4. Incident Identification 
For cyber insurance purposes, a security incident is an event that is a: cyber security breach, or cyber 
extortion threat, or data breach. 

4.1 Cyber Extortion Threat 

A threat against a network to: 

1. Disrupt operations. 
2. Alter, damage, or destroy data stored on the network. 
3. Use the network to generate and transmit malware to third parties. 
4. Deface the member’s website. 
5. Access personally identifiable information, protected health information, or confidential 
business information stored on the network; made by a person or group, whether acting alone, 
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or in collusion with others, demanding payment, or a series of payments in consideration for the 
elimination, mitigation, or removal of the threat. 

 

4.2 Cyber Security Breach 

Any unauthorized access to, use, or misuse of, modification to the network, and/or denial of network 
resources by attacks perpetuated through malware, viruses, worms, Trojan horses, spyware, adware, 
zero-day attack, hacker attack, or denial of service attack. 

4.3 Data Breach 

The actual or reasonably suspected theft, loss, or unauthorized acquisition of data that has or may 
compromise the security, confidentiality and/or integrity of personally identifiable information, 
protected health information, or confidential business information. 

Other cyber security incidents include: 

 Attempts from unauthorized sources to access systems or data. 

 Unplanned disruption to a service or denial of a service. 

 Unauthorized processing or storage of data. 

 Unauthorized changes to system hardware, access rights, firmware, or software. 

 Presence of a malicious application, such as ransomware, or a virus. 

 Presence of unexpected/unusual programs. 

5. Designation of an Incident Response Manager 
The municipality shall designate an Incident Response Manager who is either a full or part time technology 

person working in your municipality on a daily basis or the highest-ranking administrative person in your 

municipality that employees would normally contact when having computer or technology problems.  

Ideally, this person should be readily available to employees in the case of a cyber security event.    

5.1 Responsibilities 

 The municipality has designated an Incident Response Manager that is responsible for 

determining whether an event, or a series of security events, is declared an Incident.  

 The Incident Response Manager is responsible for ensuring that this policy is followed. 

 The Incident Response Manager is responsible for establishing an Incident Response Team to 

support the execution of this plan. 

 The Incident Response Team is tasked with executing this plan in accordance with and at the 

direction of the Incident Response Manager. 

 The highest-ranking administrative official in the municipality is responsible for ensuring that 

end-users have sufficient knowledge to recognize a potential security Incident and report it 

in accordance with this plan. 

 Employees are responsible to report potential security incidents in a timely manner and 

provide any requires support during plan execution. 
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6. Incident Response Team and Notification 
Establish an incident response team to be able to quickly respond to cyber security incidents, and a team 

broad enough to gather the needed resources and make the appropriate decisions to resolve the incident. 

Such team shall include the following.  

Title / Position Name Telephone # 

Highest-ranking Administrative Official    

Chief of Police   

General Counsel   

Human Resources Manager   

Incident Response Manager   

JIF Risk Management Consultant   

JIF Claims Administrator    

Technology Support Contact   

AXA XL Data Breach Hotline   855-566-4724 

   

Please verify with your breach advisor/counsel that their firm will be handling the required breach 

notifications including, but potentially not limited to, those agencies listed below. 

IC3 FBI Internet Crime Complaint Center: https://www.ic3.gov/ 

NJ Cybersecurity and 
Communications Integration 
Cell (NJCCIC) 

Incident Reporting: https://www.cyber.nj.gov/report 
 
609-963-6900 x7865 

7. Incident Response Phases 

7.1 Detection, Reporting, & Analysis 

1. If a user, employee, contractor, or vendor observes a potential security event they should notify 

the Incident Response Manager immediately. If the Incident Response Manager is not available, 

the events should be immediately reported to the highest-ranking administrative official. 

2. The Incident Response Manager is responsible for communicating the Incident, its severity, and 

the action plan to the highest-ranking administrative official. 

3. If the Incident Response Manager or the highest-ranking administrative official are not available, 

a user should isolate the affected devices from the network or internet by removing the 

network cable from the device. If operating via wireless, turn off the wireless connection. If 

isolating the machine from the network is not possible then unplug the machine from its power 

source. 

4. If you have determined or suspect that the Incident is a cyber security breach, cyber extortion 

threat, or data breach (see Definitions Related to Cyber Liability Insurance – Section 4 of this 

document) proceed to Step 5.  If not, proceed to Step 6. 

5. For a cyber security breach, please follow this process: 

 

https://www.ic3.gov/
https://www.cyber.nj.gov/report
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If the AXA XL Data Breach Hotline does not answer, leave a message with your contact information. 
Do not delay in calling the Hotline.  When they respond, follow their instructions. They will refer the 
matter to a “breach advisor/counsel” (an attorney experienced in cybersecurity incidents) who will 
coordinate the response.  The Breach Counsel will gather information about the Incident and work 
with you to determine an action plan. 

 
The Incident Response Manager should follow the advice from the Breach Counsel until the issue 
is resolved. 

 
6. If the Incident is determined not to be a cyber security breach, cyber extortion threat, or data 

breach, the Incident Response Manager should work with the Incident Response Team to assess 
the Incident, develop a plan to contain the Incident, and ensure the plan is communicated to 
and approved by the highest-ranking administrative official. 

7. The Incident Response Manager should ensure that all actions are documented as they are 
taken and that the highest-ranking administrative official, Incident Response Team, and outside 
support are regularly updated. 
 

7.2 Containment, Eradication, & Recovery 

Containment is the act of limiting the scope and magnitude of the attack as quickly as possible. 

Containment has two goals: preventing data of note from being exfiltrated and preventing the 

attacker from causing further damage. 

Immediate triage: 

1. Immediately contact technology expert to report the event and follow their instructions.  

It is now the responsibility of technology expert to notify management of the incident 

and to execute the security incident response plan. 

 

2. If technology expert is not available, isolate the affected devices from the network or 

internet by removing the network cable from the device.  If operating via wireless, turn off 

the wireless connection.  DO NOT TURN OFF DEVICE OR REMOVE POWER SOURCE unless 

instructed by technology expert.  

 
3. Incident response team assembles and assesses if the incident is a cyber security breach, 

cyber extortion threat, or data breach. If it is, or if there is any question the incident may or 

may not be one, management contacts their JIF Claims Administrator to advise them of the 

incident and management (or technology support) will call the Cyber Insurer Hotline.  Work 

with the breach coach and the other partners they suggest to help resolve the incident. 

 

4. Document all actions as they are taken. 
 

Eradication is the removal of malicious code, accounts, or inappropriate access. Eradication also 

includes repairing vulnerabilities that may have been the root cause of the compromise. A complete 

reinstallation of the OS and applications is preferred. 
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Recovery allows business processes affected by the Incident to recover and resume operations. It 

generally includes: 

 Reinstall and patch the OS and applications. 

 Change all user and system credentials. 

 Restore data to the system. 

 Return affected systems to an operationally ready state. 

 Confirm that the affected systems are functioning normally. 

7.3 Forensics 

Security incidents of a significant magnitude may require that a forensics investigation take place. 

Once that need has been established all additional investigation/containment activities need to be 

directed and/or performed by a forensics specialist to ensure that the evidence and chain of custody 

is maintained. The highest-ranking administrative official, in consultation with the Incident Response 

Manager and/or XL Caitlin will advise if engaging a forensics firm is required. 

7.4 Post-Incident Review 

To improve the Incident Response processes and identify recurring issues each Incident should be 

reviewed and formally reported on. The report should include: 

 Information about the Incident type 

 A description of how the Incident was discovered. 

 Information about the systems that were affected. 

 Information about who was responsible for the system and its data. 

 A description of what caused the Incident. 

 A description of the response to the Incident and whether it was effective. 

 A timeline of events, from detection to Incident closure 

 Recommendations to prevent future Incidents. 

 A discussion of lessons learned that will improve future responses. 

8. Periodic Review 
This policy and associated subordinate procedures will be reviewed at least annually by the Incident 

Response Manager to adjust processes considering new risks and security best practices. Material 

changes in this policy should be approved by the highest-ranking administrative official and/or 

governing body of the municipality. 

9. Special Situations/Exceptions 
Any personally owned devices, such as PDAs, phones, wireless devices, or other electronic devices 

which have been used to access organizational data and are determined to be relevant to an 

Incident, may be subject to retention until the Incident has been eradicated. 








































































